This paper studies stabilization of control systems with deadband nonlinearity of unknown characteristics. A novel approach to treat the deadband is fnst proposed using techniques of saturation compensation, assuming crude estimates of gains and bounds for the saturation limiter. Stability of the compensated system is analyzed, revealing that for systems of conditional stability in the presence of deadzone nonlinearity, their stabilization is not possible for small inputs. However, proper stabilization always exists for regulatory control of large enough input magnitudes. Simulated examples illustrate the main results.
Introduction
Deadzone nonlinearity comes with mixed blessings in its dynamic effects on control systems. On one end of the spectrum, it leads to chaos [ l ] while on the other, many robust adaptiveifuzzyineural control algorithms intentionally introduce deadzones for parameter tunings and system stabilization [e.g. 4, 6] . Deadzone occurrence is commonly found in servo valves, whether it is due to poor machining of the valve spools or it is purposely overlapped to prevent leakage. It usually gives rise to 'hunting' movements or limit cycles in the valve positions [ 11. Another usual observation is the existence of steady state offsets in regulatory controls.
Sophisticated control algorithms to treat deadzone nonlinearity, using adaptive/fuzzy/neural schemes [e.g. 5,9-121, are reported in the literature. Yet deadzone treatments using simple linear compensators are much less enmuntered [3] . This paper is to investigate the feasibility of global stabilization of systems with deadzone nonlinearity by simple linear compensators.
Unlike previous works, the treatment proposed here is in vein of saturation compensation techniques, easily found in the literature [7] . It tums out that this grafting process is convenient, efficient and highly productive, as demonstrated below. In [3] , a similar framework using direct deadzone compensation is studied; which, however, is less effective in analysis.
In 92, a compensation Gamework for the deadband nonlinearity via saturation limiter is proposed. Stability of the compensated systems is analyzed in $3 to establish the main results. Design guidelines of deadzone compensators are discussed in $4. Illustrative examples are presented in 95.
Compensation Framework
Following a general saturation compensation approach , for a linear control system with deadzone nonlinearity, it is proposed to amend the linear controller {R,S,T) as follows:
where y is the system output, w the reference input, v the The block diagram for the compensated system with deadzone nonlinearity is shown in Fig. 1 .
For the exact but unknown deadzone nonlinearity, a disturbance 6, is similarly defined [3] Using (2.1), (2.6) and for plant G, the closed loop expression for the controller output is derived as In summary, (Zl) seeks 6,,s,s=0 but (22') seeks [d6,,1dt] , +m=O instead. In other words, for a type-0 plant with an integrator in controller, if the deadzone is sufficiently narrow with non-zero steady state output in U , then there will be no offsets.
Unfortunately, both conditions (Zl) and (22') are not always met and thus in general, the uncompensated deadband systems retain steady state offsets because there is no mechanism to adjust the output variation AyD, as {G,R,S,T,k} are predetermined by the linear system design and the deadband characteristics.
However, with the compensation brought about by the compensator P, one of the objectives is to seek the removal of steady state offsets by requiring Because AyL7 only appears after activation of the saturation compensator, a limitation of this framework is the inverse Laplace transform of [H,6,,] + 0.
One sufficient condition for (22) 3. Stability analysis of the compensated system This section discusses stability analysis of the deadzone compensated system via saturation decomposition, based on the framework shown in Fig. 1 . One basic concern is the existence of compensators to globally stabilize the control system with deadzone nonlinearity, as investigated below.
To derive the equivalent diagram of Fig.1 , from (2.1) and substituting 4, from (2.4), gives
Usingy=Gu, (3.1) can be written as
, GI=--
which is visualized as the system shown in Fig.2 . Fig.2 Block Diagram for Stability Analysis For nonlinear stability analysis, the concept of dynamic gains in harmonic balancing is very useful [2] . Let kIl denote the dynamic gain of the deadzone, and k,y that for the saturation limiter, so that then v in (3.2) becomes When Lyapunov stability is being considered, W O [2] . From (3.4) , the characteristic equation
which can be written as
Since O<kL7< k for dynamic gain k, and linear gain k respectively, thus, k,20, V k , . In fact, k, is the dynamic gain of the estimated deadzone [2] and a normalized plot of k, for symmetric bounds is shown in Fig.3 .
The equivalent system Gb in (3.6) establishes the effects of compensator P on the linear system subject to deadband nonlinearity. Standard techniques, such as Popov criterion and the circle criteria [2] , in nonlinear system stability analysis can be immediately applied to G,, taking into account of the time-varying gain k,.
When global stability is being considered, G,: must be open-loop asymptotically stable before it can be globally stabilized, therefore another condition on the admissibility of compensator P is that zeros of l+k,P=O must be asymptotically stable, ti' O<k,< k 121. This condition, however, is not necessary when only local stability is being considered. Further insight is gained by separating the linear system and the compensator in (3.6), giving
The interpretation of (3.7) is: the Nyquist plot G&w) of the compensated system is that of the linear system GJjw), modified by the Nyquist curve of the filter F(jw). Any effect of the compensator P solely changes the shapes of FGw) alone.
Since the describing function for the deadzone lies entirely on the negative real axis on the G&w)-plan beyond the point -1/k+jO [2] , by virtue of the circle
criterion, if Re[G,(ju)]>-llk, V O$OSCO and k,>O, then
the Compensated system shall be asymptotically stable. As always been the case, such sufficient condition is far too conservative in most practical applications.
Theorem
For a linear controlled system G,, if it is only locally stable in the presence of deadzone nonlinearity, then there does not exist any linear compensator in form of (2.1) which would globally stabilize G,. in the presence Proof If G, is only locally stable, then for
With the linear compensator P applied per (2. !), the equivalent system G, is given by (3.6) of the deadzone nonlinearity. (3.9) giving G,(jwo)=-X( wO)+JO. Therefore, the compensated system is only locally stable as well.
For regulatory controls, sinell reference inputs yield small controller outputs and hence the nonlinear system cannot be compensated to provide global stability if the 0 According to the above result, while there does not exist linear compensator to ensure asymptotic stability of the deadzone system for small setpoint changes, however, for large enough reference inputs so that a finite k, of sufficient magnitude is reached, then the nonlinear system can always be compensated to ensure asymptotic stability. A significant conclusion is: the only way to ensure global stability of the controlled system with deadzone nonlinearity is to ensure that the linear controlled system is globally stable in the first place. Under such circumstances, importance of the compensator is on the improvement of transient responses, rather than stabilization of the nonlinear system. This leads to the design of compensators: for stabilization is a somewhat clear-cut issue since there are in general specific criteria to be satisfied. However, it is not clearly defined whether certain behaviours of transient responses are satisfactory. Some guidelines on the general selection of deadzone compensators are thus in order.
linear system is only locally stable.
Compensator Design
One advantage of using estimated parameters of the deadzone model in the formulation of compensation is now clear. According to the result in 93, too small a value of k, renders all compensators ineffective. Therefore, if the operating condition of the controlled system is known, then however small the setpoint input may be, it is always the designer's discretion to adjust estimates of the deadzone characteristics so that a sufficiently large value of k, [compared with the deadzone bounds] is reached and maintained. One simple option is to reduce estimates of the deadzone bounds. This shall ensure that the compensator be activated and remain active during the transient stage. Assuming such step has been taken, then the design of compensators is relatively easy and presented below.
From (3.7) and for a G&w) system with only conditional stability, it is possible to specify a globally stable G&o)-curve and require the phase shifts [=LG&u)-LG&w)] be effected by Feu). Most often, lead filter designs for F(s) are needed to increase the stability margins of G,<(S) [8] . Once the required F(s) is selected and knowing estimates of the operating condition k,, the compensator is calculated from Obviously, if setpoint w is too small so that k,+O, then in (4.1) P(s)+co and thus it cannot be realized.
Many selections for filter F(s) exist and design methods for simple low order filters are abound. Two compensator choices are nevertheless suggested here, for the two possible types of systems, one requiring phase advances to provide stabilization and the other for phase lags to speed up responses. 
. ,
Since { p , k,} 2 0 in order to maintain system stability of 
For system stability, p20 and p+k,>O. Therefore, if kp>O, In both compensator designs of (4.2) and (4. 
Examples
The same system with two controller designs are considered: one is locally stable only and the other is globally stable, so as to illustrate results of the Theorem in $3, and the importance of linear system designs for global stabilization of deadzone nonlinear systems. Finally, the freedom to achieve a large enough dynamic Step response for small input ~0 . 1 9 . System settles to stable limit cycles, whether it is compensated.
From G,(ju)-plots [not shown here] using P(s) of (4.2) with k,=p=0.5 and k,={O.O, 0.05, 0.15, 11, and for O<k,SO. 15, there exist interceptions of G,(jw; k,)-curves with the negative real axis and therefore the compensated system still contains limit cycles.
Step responses in Fig.4 show that both uncompensated and compensated system converge to stable limit cycles for w=O.19. Obviously the compensator is not effective for this input size. For larger steps, P(s) becomes effective and system reaches asymptotic stability, Fig.5 for w=l. 6. Conclusion This paper presents a novel treatment of the deadband nonlinearity, by first decomposing it into a linear gain and a saturation element. Equivalent system is derived to reveal that compensators, guaranteeing asymptotic stability for systems with only local stability, do not exist for small reference inputs. However, provided the step input is of sufficient magnitude, asymptotic stability for the deadzone system can always be achieved for these locally stable systems. Two specific compensator designs are suggested to cater for systems requiring phase leads or phase lags separately. With proper parameter tunings, these two compensators can provide satisfactory transient responses and system stabilization in the presence of deadzone nonlinearity. A simulated example illustrates the analysis procedures and applications of the two compensator designs.
